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Abstract
Muon spin relaxation (µSR) in the singlet ground-state compounds PrP and
PrP0.9 reveals the unusual situation of a Lorentzian local field distribution
with fast-fluctuation-limit strong-collision dynamics, a case that does not show
motional narrowing. Contrary to publications by others, where PrP0.9 was
asserted to have vacancy-induced spin-glass freezing, no spin-glass freezing is
seen in PrP0.9 or PrP down to �100 mK. This was confirmed by magnetization
measurements on these same samples. In both compounds, the muon
spin relaxation rate does increase as temperature decreases, demonstrating
increasing strength of the paramagnetic response. A Monte Carlo model of
fluctuations of Pr ions out of their crystalline-electric-field singlet ground states
into their magnetic excited states (and back down again) produces the strong-
collision-dynamic Lorentzian relaxation functions observed at each individual
temperature but not the observed temperature dependence. This model contains
no exchange interaction, and so predicts decreasing paramagnetic response as
the temperature decreases, contrary to the temperature dependence observed.
Comparison of the simulations to the data suggests that the exchange interaction
is causing the system to approach magnetic freezing (by mode softening), but
fails to complete the process.

Stoichiometric PrP is a non-magnetic, crystalline-electric-field (CEF) singlet ground-state
system showing Van Vleck susceptibility and no magnetic ordering down to 1 K. Non-
stoichiometric PrPx (0.85 < x < 0.95) has been proposed as an ‘induced moment spin
glass’ [1, 2], with freezing temperatures below 10 K. This stronger magnetism has been
attributed to moments that are induced on Pr ions adjacent to phosphorus vacancies by the
vacancies’ disturbance of the CEF on those adjacent praseodymium ions. This paper describes
transverse-field (TF), zero-field (ZF) and longitudinal-field (LF) muon spin relaxation (µSR)
measurements on polycrystalline PrP and PrP0.9. The data show qualitatively similar behaviour
in the two materials, with no indication of spin-glass freezing. The µSR spectra are anomalous,
however, in that they are best described by strong-collision dynamics on a Lorentzian field
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distribution, a model that had been considered unphysical,since it shows no motional narrowing
(preliminary results were presented in [3]). We report Monte Carlo numerical simulations of
a model involving fluctuations of the praseodymium ions out of the non-magnetic ground
singlet into magnetic excited CEF states (and back down again), with dipole coupling to
the muon magnetic moment. The model reproduces the observed µSR spectra at each
individual temperature. Since the model does not contain exchange interaction effects,
the non-magnetic singlet ground-state occupation increases as the temperature decreases.
Consequently, the model predicts that the paramagnetism of the material will decrease in
strength as the temperature is lowered, which would lead to decreasing muon relaxation rates
with decreasing temperature. Contrary to this, we observed that the relaxation rate increases
in both PrP and PrP0.9 as the temperature is reduced. While remaining paramagnetic, and in
fact strong-collision Lorentzian dynamic, nonetheless the magnetic response is strengthening
as the temperature is reduced. The likely cause of this is the exchange interaction missing
from the current Monte Carlo model, which causes an approach to magnetic ordering (within
the context of the model, it looks like mode-softening of the CEF first excited state), without
completing the process.

The following sections describe (1) some pertinent features of the µSR technique, (2) the
observations from PrPx , and the strong-collision dynamic Lorentzian Kubo–Toyabe relaxation
functions that fit them, (3) the Monte Carlo singlet ground fluctuation model, (4) how the model
reproduces the observations at individual temperatures, but fails to reproduce the temperature
dependence, (5) an unsuccessful comparison model that is more like the vacancy-induced-
moment model of [1, 2], to show that these simulations allow discrimination between various
models, and (6) discussion and conclusions.

1. The muon spin relaxation technique

The experimental details of muon spin relaxation measurements are reviewed in detail in, for
example, [4–6]. In a standard time-differential ‘surface muon’ µSR measurement, a beam
of 4 MeV positive muons of nearly 100% polarization is delivered to the sample of interest,
usually mounted in a cryostat in the centre of Helmholtz-type coils allowing the application
of static magnetic fields. The passage of a muon into the sample is detected by a thin counter
in front of the sample, which starts a clock. The beam intensity is limited, and vetoes set,
so that data are recorded only when there is only one muon in the sample at a time. Each
muon thermalizes instantaneously (on the timescale of the muon lifetime of 2.2 µs) without
loss of polarization, usually coming to rest (in metallic solids below room temperature) at an
interstitial site far from any damage it might have caused during thermalization. The muon
magnetic moment then interacts with the magnetic moments in the material until it decays. The
decay positron is emitted preferentially (asymmetrically) in the direction the muon magnetic
moment was pointing at the instant of decay. Positron detectors arrayed around the sample
detect the direction and time since the muon stop, and a histogram of events as a function of
time N(t) in that direction is incremented. A typical measurement involves one to ten million
muon-in/positron-out events.

For zero field (ZF) and longitudinal field (LF) µSR spectra, positron counters are placed
backward (B) and forward (F) with respect to the initial muon polarization. These generate
histograms of counts as a function of time NB(t) and NF(t). The random background is
measured and subtracted as described in [7] to obtain the background-corrected histograms
N ′

B(t) and N ′
F(t). One then can define the ‘raw asymmetry’

Araw(t) ≡ N ′
B(t) − N ′

F(t)

N ′
B(t) + N ′

F(t)
, (1)
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Figure 1. 63 G TF-µSR asymmetry spectrum from PrP0.9 at 20 K. The solid curve is the least-
squares fit to a single-frequency signal with exponentially-relaxing envelope.

which in the case of ideally-identical counters would be equal to A0G(t), where A0 is the initial
(i.e., at t = 0) count rate asymmetry (whose value depends on the apparatus, being typically
0.2–0.3) and G(t) is ‘the muon spin relaxation function’, the time dependence of the spin
polarization of the muon ensemble due to the interaction with the fields acting at the muon site.
In practice, the relative counting efficiency of the two positron detectors α = NB(0)/NF(0) is
not equal to one, and in that case

A0G(t) = (α − 1) + (α + 1)Araw(t)

(α + 1) + (α − 1)Araw(t)
≡ A(t). (2)

A(t) is called the ‘corrected asymmetry’. In this way the quantity of interest G(t) is deduced
from the recorded time histograms N(t).

The instrumental amplitude scale factor A0 and relative efficiency α can be determined
separately in a low-transverse-field (TF) µSR measurement. A field of a few tens of gauss
(small enough that it does not significantly steer the incoming muon beam) perpendicular
to the muon polarization (and beam travel direction) is applied to the sample. In the
paramagnetic state, where the muon spin relaxation is usually slow, muon polarization will
precess around the applied field at its Larmor frequency determined by the muon gyromagnetic
ratio (γµ = 2π×13.55 kHz G−1 = 0.085 14 µs−1 G−1, assuming any paramagnetic frequency
shift is negligible in such a small field) as it relaxes, creating oscillating A(t) in the B and F
counters. This is illustrated in figure 1 for our PrP0.9 sample at 20 K in 63 G TF. Fitting
with a relatively simple relaxing envelope (in this case, exponential) allows deduction of A0

and α values, which apply also to ZF and LF spectra for the same sample, as long as the
apparatus and sample are not disturbed. The analysis of TF-µSR data relies on the applied
field being larger than most of the fields generated internally by the sample itself (the local
fields are then perturbations to the applied field at the muon site). As electronic magnetism
begins to appear in the sample, as the temperature is lowered, internal fields often become
large, relaxation becomes fast, and TF measurements become difficult to interpret. ZF and
LF are then advantageous, and are used more often to probe for details of magnetic states of
materials.

In disordered magnetic materials, the interaction of the muons’ magnetic moments with
the surrounding magnetic moments is usually modelled by assuming that the magnetic material
generates a probability distribution of the effective magnetic field P(B) at the muon site (for
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reviews of the general phenomenology of µSR in magnetic materials, see [5, 6, 8]). For
materials that are dense in magnetic moments (an average of at least one moment in the muon
site’s nearest-neighbour shell), the distribution of each field component is usually Gaussian
to a good approximation. For dilute magnetic alloys, the distribution approaches Lorentzian
(that is, the distribution of each Cartesian component of the local field approaches Lorentzian
shape [9, 10]). When a muon stops, a single effective field is randomly chosen out of the
distribution. If the local fields are static (as is often the case in magnetically ordered or
frozen states), the muon moment precesses during its lifetime about its initial local field. With
electronic moments in the paramagnetic state, however, the local field is usually dynamic,
changing in magnitude and direction during the muon’s lifetime. The simplest way to represent
this is with a ‘strong collision’ model [11–13], where the local field is held constant between
instantaneous hops (at an average rate νhop), and a new field is chosen randomly out of the
distribution at each hop (there is then no correlation between the field before and the field after
a jump). For a Gaussian field distribution in ZF and LF, this produces the ‘dynamic Gaussian
Kubo–Toyabe’ relaxation function [14, 15], a workhorse in the analysis of µSR data in general.

Dynamic muon spin relaxation functions usually cannot be calculated in closed form for
finite non-zero fluctuation rates νhop. Simple closed-form expressions are recovered in the
‘fast-fluctuation’ limit: in ZF, for a Gaussian distribution of local field with rms component
field Brms,

GG,ZF(t) = exp(−λG,ZFt) = exp

(
−2�2t

νhop

)
, νhop � �, (3)

where � ≡ γµ Brms. This exhibits ‘motional narrowing’, a term borrowed from NMR, where
it is normal to work in frequency space (Fourier transform of time space), with applied
(transverse) fields making all signals oscillate. The term then refers to the fact that the width
of the NMR resonance is reduced as the motions of the spins increase [16]. The relaxation
rate λG,ZF = 2�2/νhop goes to zero as νhop → ∞.

If a longitudinal field BLF is applied when the local fields are static, it competes with the
local field distribution, tending to hold the muon polarization in its initial orientation while the
local fields tend to rotate the muon spin. If the applied field is larger than typical local fields,
significantly slower muon spin relaxation will be observed: the longitudinal field ‘decouples’
the muon from the local fields. When a longitudinal field is applied in the fast-fluctuation
limit, however, it is well established that the relaxation function GG,LF(t) is exponential, with
relaxation rate

λG,LF = λG,ZF

1 + ω2
LF/ν

2
hop

, νhop � �, (4)

where ωLF = γµBLF [16]. Thus there is little discernible LF decoupling until the applied-field
Larmor frequency approaches the local field fluctuation rate. This usually requires quite large
applied fields.

When the same strong-collision dynamics calculations are performed for a field
distribution where the distribution of each Cartesian component Bi is Lorentzian and
characterized by its half-width at half-maximum Bhwhm (because the rms-field integral
diverges), the ZF relaxation function GL,ZF(t) is again exponential in the fast-fluctuation limit,
but with rate [17, 18]

λL,ZF = 4
3 a, νhop � a, (5)

where a ≡ γµ Bhwhm ([17, 18] appear to disagree on this due to a typographical error in [18]).
Here, the relaxation rate does not depend on the fluctuation rate and does not go to zero as
νhop → ∞, meaning that it does not show motional narrowing. The underlying cause is
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the Lorentzian field distribution’s divergent second moment. In the strong collision model,
this allows sufficient probability of arbitrarily large fields to counter the decoupling effect of
multiple changes of local field.

The issue of identifying appropriate dynamics when the field distribution is Lorentzian
emerged for µSR studies of classic dilute-alloy spin glasses, such as Cu(Mn), where ZF static
Lorentzian Kubo–Toyabe relaxation is seen far below the freezing temperature Tf , but as the
temperature is raised in the paramagnetic state, there is motional narrowing. Uemura and
co-workers [19–21] developed a special model of local field dynamics for a stationary muon
in a dilute alloy, noting that any particular muon will be a particular distance from the nearest
ion moment, and then can experience only a limited range of fluctuating fields out of the
complete Lorentzian distribution. They modelled this by assuming that each muon sees a
Gaussian distribution, with a particular width �, of fluctuating fields during its lifetime, but
that different muons randomly choose different � values out of a distribution of field widths
constructed so that the complete field distribution summed over all muons is Lorentzian. There
is then motional narrowing, but in the fast-fluctuation limit, the ZF relaxation function is not
simple exponential, it is ‘root exponential’:

Gsg
ZF(t) = exp

(
−

√
4a2t/νhop

)
, νhop � a. (6)

This motionally narrows, but more slowly than the Gaussian case. If a longitudinal field is
applied in the fast-fluctuation limit, decoupling does not follow equation (4), but is as described
in [22].

The field-decoupling behaviour of the true Lorentzian distribution without motional
narrowing (i.e., a Lorentzian analogue of equation (4)) has not been pursued to date because
the need had not arisen. This case will be discussed in the next section with particular reference
to PrPx .

2. Muon spin relaxation in PrPx

The phase purity of the samples was checked using x-ray diffractometry. In the PrP samples,
traces of PrP2 are a consequence of maximizing the phosphorus content, while the under-
stoichiometric samples contained no PrP2 and had lattice constants consistent with PrP0.9.
µSR measurements were performed using ‘surface muon’ beam lines at TRIUMF.

Transverse field µSR runs were taken in 63 G field down to 4.0 K in PrP and 12.0 K in
PrP0.9. An example is shown in figure 1. In addition to measuring A0 and α, they provided an
indication of the qualitative behaviour. While the materials are semiconducting, and muonium
often forms in semiconductors, the TF frequency is characteristic for a ‘bare’ muon. Evidence
of muonium in the presence of electronic moments in semiconductors is rare, because spin-
exchange fluctuations decouple the muonium hyperfine interaction (see [23]). TF relaxation
was exponential at all temperatures measured, with rates as shown in figure 2. Note that the
relaxation rate in PrP0.9 is always higher than in PrP at the same temperature, consistent with
PrP0.9 being more magnetic, but the qualitative form of the behaviour is the same in the two
materials. The increase in relaxation rates at low temperatures seems to begin around 70 K,
far above any proposed spin-glass freezing. Instead, this temperature is in the range of the first
excited CEF levels (4 and 8 meV above the non-magnetic ground state) reported by inelastic
neutron scattering [2]. The exponential TF relaxation-envelope shape could be caused by a
Lorentzian local field distribution, or by fast fluctuations in a Gaussian field distribution. To
distinguish between these possibilities, we look to ZF and LF-µSR.

Typical ZF and LF asymmetry spectra from our two samples are shown in figure 3. Muon
spin relaxation in ZF was also exponential at all temperatures investigated, increasing slowly
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Figure 2. Exponential muon spin relaxation
rates in PrP and PrP0.9 in 63 G TF, as functions
of temperature. The dashed lines are guides for
the eye.

Figure 3. ZF and LF (at the fields
indicated) µSR asymmetry spectra at
4.0 K in PrP0.9 (top panel) and PrP
(bottom panel). The solid curves
show Monte Carlo simulations of
the CEF-state fluctuation model de-
scribed in the text. For PrP0.9, no ZF
data were taken at this temperature,
but the model expectation for ZF is
shown.

in rate as the temperature decreased, with, again, the rate always slightly larger in PrP0.9

at the same temperature. There was no indication of any spin freezing down to the lowest
temperatures measured (∼60 mK): both samples appear to remain paramagnetic. Since this
is contrary to statements in the literature, we also performed magnetization measurements on
these samples. The results are shown in figure 4, as a function of temperature at 1000 Oe, and
as a function of field at 10 K. The behaviour is basically paramagnetic, with no indication of
a freezing temperature (in the magnetization) down to 5 K.

Exponential ZF relaxation is usually an indication of the ‘fast-fluctuation limit’ described
above, where the fluctuation rate of the local field at the muon site is much larger than the
Larmor precession frequency in the typical local field. If the relatively slow (for electronic
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Figure 4. Magnetization data for the PrP
(solid circles) and PrP0.9 (open squares)
samples used for the µSR measurements.
The upper panel shows the temperature
dependence in a field of 1000 Oe, while the
lower panel shows the field dependence at
10 K.

moments) muon relaxation is due to very rapid fluctuations countering the effect of large
local fields, then the application of LF would have little effect until the LF Larmor frequency
approached the fluctuation rate, and even if some decoupling occurred, the relaxation function
would remain exponential. In figure 3, it can clearly be seen that as little as 43 G LF causes
partial decoupling (and it does so at every temperature measured), and 500 G results in nearly
full decoupling. Further, there were some initial oscillations in the LF spectra. These effects
suggest that the local fields at the muon site are only of the order of tens to hundreds of gauss,
and the fluctuation rates can then be rather slow for electronic moments.

Neither the dynamic Gaussian Kubo–Toyabe function nor the Uemura dynamic spin-glass
relaxation function fits the exponential ZF relaxation and LF decoupling behaviour of the PrPx

data, at any temperature. As an example of this, figure 5 shows the least squares fit of the
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Figure 5. Simultaneous least-
squares fit of the Uemura dynamic
spin-glass relaxation function to
ZF and 43 G LF µSR asymmetry
spectra at 4.0 K in PrP (data
from the bottom panel of figure 3)
simultaneously. The quality of fit
is unacceptably poor.

Uemura dynamic spin-glass function (as extended to LF by Keren [22]) to part of the data in
the lower panel of figure 3. We consider this fit to be unacceptably poor.

The strong-collision dynamic Lorentzian Kubo–Toyabe function had been previously
calculated numerically for low LF and low fluctuation rates [24]. As mentioned, the complete
spectrum of behaviour with fluctuations, right up to LF decoupling in the fast-fluctuation
limit, had not been considered. We ran the same numerical calculations (with thanks to
J H Brewer for giving us his code) to high LF and fluctuation rate (relative to Lorentzian
width a), and found that exponential relaxation fitted the simulated behaviour at sufficiently
high field and fluctuation rate. Plotting the deduced exponential relaxation rate λL,LF as a
function of fluctuation rate νhop and applied-field Larmor frequency ωLF, we found that λL,LF

does not obey equation (4). Instead, we found that it is described very well by

λL,LF = λL,ZF√
1 + ω2

LF/ν
2
hop

, νhop � a. (7)

The complete simulated strong-collision dynamic Lorentzian Kubo–Toyabe function was
incorporated into a standard program for least-squares fitting of µSR data, and we found that
it fitted well (and consistently better than the alternatives) all the ZF- and LF-µSR observed in
PrP and PrP0.9, as described in our preliminary paper [3]. Those fits characterized the data in
terms of two temperature-dependent parameters: the Lorentzian relaxation rate a (as defined
after equation (5)), whose deduced values are shown in figure 6, and the fluctuation rate of the
local field νhop (which was roughly constant around 1.2 µs−1).

In the next section, a physically reasonable model of fluctuations of praseodymium
moments in PrPx will be presented. ZF and LF muon spin relaxation functions directly
calculated with this model will be seen to be consistent with equation (7), and with the µSR
data observed from these materials, indicating that PrPx is a system generating strong-collision
dynamic Lorentzian Kubo–Toyabe muon spin relaxation.

3. The CEF singlet ground state fluctuation model

The fact that the strong-collision-dynamic Lorentzian Kubo–Toyabe function fits the PrP µSR
data, and the Uemura spin-glass function does not, indicates that each muon in the material
is able to sample the entirety of the field distribution. Technically, this might be achieved
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Figure 6. Bhwhm of the Lorentzian field
distribution, expressed as the relaxation rate
a = γµ Bhwhm, deduced from dynamic
Lorentzian Kubo–Toyabe fits to ZF and
LF-µSR in PrP and PrP0.9.

by having muons not stopped, but diffusing in a dilute alloy. A muon initially far from a
moment (low local field) then has a chance of moving near to a moment (high local field)
within its lifetime, and vice versa. While muon diffusion over wide temperature ranges is
observed in high-quality samples of many elements and binary semiconductors, strains and
imperfections will generally prevent muon motion below ∼200 K (see, for example, [25]).
We have therefore assumed that the muon is stationary in the material. If the ion moments in
the material were stable, that is, fixed in magnitude even when varying in direction, then this
would place each muon a fixed distance from the nearest moment, and the Uemura dynamic
spin-glass function (which does not fit our data) would apply. With a singlet ground state,
however, the praseodymium moment is not stable.

The ‘singlet ground state’ behaviour of PrP is a crystalline electric field (CEF) effect (for
a review, see [26]). The praseodymium ion is usually in a 3+ charge state in a solid, with its
f electrons collectively in a state of total angular momentum J = 4, with, in general, nine Jz

sub-states. The multipole moments of the aspherical f-orbital charge cloud (which carries the
magnetic moment) of each Pr interact with the multipole moments of the electric field at the
ion site produced by the aspherical distribution of charged ions around it, creating nine energy
states (the CEF states), which contain a mixture of different Jz and are separated in energy
with respect to each other by up to tens or even hundreds of kelvins. An isolated singlet state
is always non-magnetic, even though other CEF states grouped in multiplets can be magnetic.
The ground state is a singlet in a number of Pr materials, including PrP, whose magnetic (non-
singlet) first excited state is located at ∼130 K [1, 2]. At temperatures higher than this, the
magnetic states are occupied, and the material displays fairly normal paramagnetism. Below
this, however, the occupancy of the magnetic states drops, and the magnetic response fades
(Van Vleck paramagnetism). In PrPx , vacancies introduced by the under-stoichiometry are
believed to reduce the first-excited-state energy of the Pr ions around each vacancy [1, 2] to
the point where the exchange interaction (the cause of magnetic ordering in solids) can induce
low-temperature moments and freezing of those few magnetic ions (although our observations
indicate freezing does not occur in our samples). In PrP, then, a single Pr ion’s moment is zero
when the ion is in the CEF ground state, but not zero when it is in a magnetic excited state. The
moment switches on and off (flickers) as the ion’s electronic state fluctuates out of the CEF
ground state into a higher, magnetic state and then back to the ground state. At temperatures
well below the first excited state, only a small fraction of the Pr moments will be ‘on’ at any
instant, providing the dilute-moment situation that generates a Lorentzian field distribution.
Note that, in contrast to the usual cases, there is no chemical dilution of the moments in the
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Figure 7. Pr3+ CEF energy levels in
cubic PrP, in the approximation that
B6 is zero, as argued by [1]. The solid
lines indicate magnetic states, and the
dashed lines indicate non-magnetic
states.

present case. A single stationary muon initially will be a particular distance away from a Pr
that is ‘on’, but if the fluctuation rate between CEF-split levels is high enough, then either that
moment will turn off, or another Pr ion closer to the muon will turn on during that muon’s
lifetime. The local field at the muon thus can easily go from very small to very large values
(or vice versa), sampling the entire range of the Lorentzian field distribution, contrary to the
Uemura spin-glass model, which applies for stable dilute moments.

To produce a numerical simulation of this, consider muons stopping in a perfect PrP lattice
at finite temperature T , and a model of the magnetic moment changes caused by each Pr ion
fluctuating between its CEF-split sub-states that must be taking place at some average rate
per ion νPr. Hasanain et al [1] argued that the cubic CEF in PrP is dominated by the Lea
et al [27] B4 parameter, and B6 can be ignored. The Bn parameters have units of energy. In
this case, there is a singlet ground state (�1(1), E0 ≡ 0) whenever B4 is negative. The first
excited level is a (�4(3)) triplet at E1

∼= 840 |B4| with a moment of 0.4 µB, beyond which there
is a non-magnetic (�3(2)) doublet at E2

∼= 1440 |B4| and a large-moment (�5(3)) triplet at
E3

∼= 3240 |B4|. These energy levels are illustrated in figure 7. For PrP, B4 is in the range −0.1
to −0.2 K, and for the temperatures of interest here (�50 K) the highest excited level is almost
never occupied. The overwhelming preponderance of the magnetic behaviour comes from
the first excited level. The Monte Carlo model of this paper considers not just a Boltzmann
distribution of occupancies of these levels corresponding to the user-chosen temperature, but
also fluctuations around the equilibrium configuration of the Pr ions surrounding a muon during
its lifetime, preserving the Boltzmann distribution on average.

We have previously published results of Monte Carlo simulations of muon spin relaxation
functions [10, 28] where local fields at the muon site are calculated by explicit summation of
the dipole fields from moments on lattice clusters. In the earlier work, only static relaxation
functions were simulated; here, ion moment dynamics creating dynamic local fields at the
muon site are considered.

The cluster was a cube, with Pr ions placed as in the cubic PrP structure. For each muon
event, a new distribution of the Pr ions’ initially-occupied CEF states was constructed on
the cluster at time t = 0. Initial level occupancy was assigned according to the Boltzmann
distribution for the chosen temperature (for the Hasanain et al CEF model described above,
distinctive behaviour is determined by the dimensionless ratio kT/ |B4|, or more intuitively,
kT/E1 = kT/(840 |B4|)). Moments were assigned only to Pr ions in state E1 or E3 (when
the latter occurred, which was rare). Moment magnitude was assigned as listed above, while
the moment direction was random. Both the interstitial ( 1

2 , 1
2 , 1

2 ) and the phosphorus ion site
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(representing the muon occupying a P vacancy) were evaluated (the difference, for the dynamic
relaxation functions, was very small). The local field at the muon site was evaluated by a dipole
sum over the cluster. When simulating a LF spectrum, the applied field vector BLF was added
to the summed local field Bloc. The muon spin precessed about the resulting total B as a fixed
field until a fluctuation occurred somewhere in the cluster.

Fluctuations were treated as completely incoherent random-time events with average
rate per ion νPr chosen by the user. In reality, fluctuations between CEF-split sub-states
are controlled by complex, material-dependent properties such as the phonon spectrum and
spin–lattice coupling, proper modelling of which are beyond the scope of this work (if possible
at all). In an early work [7], ν as a function of T was parameterized using a CEF level scheme
and a number of simplifying assumptions, and then fitted to results of ZF-µSR in SmRh4B4

and ErRh4B4, but in that case the absolute fluctuation rate could not be deduced even for the
field at the muon site (νhop), much less for the rare earths (νSm,Er) themselves. Here the moment
fluctuation process is modelled in more detail, but νPr is a parameter adjusted independently
of T in trying to reproduce the ZF and LF-µSR spectra observed in PrP.

At the time selected by the Monte Carlo procedure (using the given value of νPr) for the
first fluctuation to occur in the cluster, a Pr ion is selected at random, and, given its initial level
Ei , the probability of transition to a particular other level E j �=i is calculated as

Ptr(Ei → E j �=i) = exp((Ei − E j)/2kT )∑
k �=i exp((Ei − Ek)/2kT )

. (8)

Note that equation (8) does not describe a rate, nor any time dependence. It describes the
probabilities of how a state has changed, once it is known that it has changed. The complete
single-ion state-to-state fluctuation rate expression is

νi→ j (Ei → E j �=i) = νPr(T )

[
1

Z
exp

(−Ei

kT

)]
Ptr(Ei → E j ), (9)

where the overall rate νPr must be a function of temperature, and the quantity in square brackets
is the Boltzmann-distribution fractional occupancy of the initial state at that temperature.
Equation (8) is required to preserve the overall Boltzmann distribution (and hence the state of
equilibrium in the system at constant, well-defined temperature T ) of level occupations over
the course of many fluctuations. In a finite cluster, these fluctuations necessarily result in some
jitter in the level occupations around the best equilibrium values, but the effect is reduced by
increasing the size of the cluster (although that increases the computer time needed to run a
simulation).

Reproduction of the µSR line shapes observed in PrPx requires kT < E1, in which case
only a small fraction of the Pr are excited at any instant. In that case, the cluster must be made
large enough that the average number of ions excited in the whole cluster is not small. The
lower kT/E1 gets, the larger the cluster must be to assure this. To accommodate the lowest
kT/E1 (∼0.18) needed to reproduce our data, a cube of 30 unit cells on a side, thus containing
15 376 Pr ions, was used, producing an average of nearly 60 ions (0.4%) in excited states at
any instant in the cluster at that temperature. This number again emphasizes the magnetically
dilute situation in PrP. Returning to the simulation of an individual fluctuation, once a new
level has been chosen for the ion, if it is E1 or E3, the moment direction is assigned randomly.
The new field at the muon due to this one fluctuation is calculated, and the muon spin precesses
in this new field until the next fluctuation occurs.
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Figure 8. Muon-site field self-correlation
〈B̂(0)·B̂(n)〉 as a function of the number of
fluctuations/ion n in the Monte Carlo CEF-state
fluctuation model of PrP for kT/E1 = 0.24.
The solid curve is the least-squares fit to the
equation shown.

4. Results of the simulations

One bonus of the detailed nature of the simulation is a first look at the connection between
the ion fluctuation rate and the correlation time of the local field at the muon site. Fits of
strong-collision-dynamic Kubo–Toyabe relaxation functions to µSR data produce values of
the ‘fluctuation rate of the local field at the muon’ νhop, which in this context is better thought
of as the reciprocal of the correlation time of the local field, characterizing the strong-collision
model’s exponential decay of the self-correlation of that field with time. Before a comparison
of the simulations to the well-known strong-collision model behaviour is made, it should be
verified that the Monte Carlo model does generate exponential decay of the local-field self-
correlation with time. This is actually a check of whether the computer model, as we have
implemented it, is physically reasonable. Since the local field is a vector, however, a number
of correlations can be defined, and it is not clear which one is most appropriate to consider. A
particularly simple one is

〈B̂(0) · B̂(t)〉 =
〈

B(0) · B(t)

|B(0)| |B(t)|
〉

= 〈cos[θ(t)]〉 , (10)

where B̂(t) is the unit vector in the direction of the magnetic field at time t and θ(t) is the
angle between the initial local field and the field at time t . In fact, the simulations first provide
this correlation as a function of the number of fluctuations since the muon stop, in which form
it depends upon the value of kT/ |B4| only, and does not depend on the fluctuation rate. An
example is shown in figure 8. The solid curve on the figure is the fit of the near-exponential
decay equation shown in the figure. There is only a slight deviation of the fit from the initial
correlation, and a small offset from zero at late times. Similarly, we found that pure exponential
decay fitted well the simulated correlation as a function of the number of fluctuations for all
values of kT/ |B4| for which we ran simulations. To obtain the correlation as a function of
time (equation (10)), the numbers on the horizontal axis of figure 8 must be divided by the
user-chosen value of νPr. The parameter c in the figure is the number of fluctuations per Pr
ion needed to drive the local-field correlation to 1/e, and therefore c/νPr is the local-field self-
correlation time (τhop = 1/νhop). When kT/E1 < 0.4, the first excited level is the only one
significantly occupied, and c was found to be almost exactly twice the fractional occupancy
of that state (and that relation remains approximately true to much higher kT/E1), but it is not
clear to us why that is so.

The solid curves in figure 3 show the results of runs of the simulation program with
parameters manually adjusted to approximate the data shown. For PrP0.9 at 4 K (the upper
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Figure 9. ZF and 43 G LF
µSR asymmetry spectra at
50 K in PrP0.9. The solid
curves show Monte Carlo
simulations of the CEF-
state fluctuation model de-
scribed in the text.

Figure 10. Temperature dependence of the
Monte Carlo Pr fluctuation rate parameter de-
duced from matching simulations to PrPx µSR
data (upper panel), and of the resulting muon-
site local-field self-correlation time (lower
panel).

panel), the simulation parameters are kT/E1 = 0.25 and νPr = 0.026 µs−1 (generating a local-
field correlation time τhop of 1.33 µs), while for PrP at 4 K (lower panel) kT/E1 = 0.20 and
νPr = 0.016 µs−1 (for τhop = 0.70 µs). To demonstrate the range of behaviour observed,
figure 9 shows ZF and 43 G LF µSR in PrP0.9 at 50 K, together with simulation lines
corresponding to kT/E1 = 0.19 and νPr = 0.012 µs−1 (implying τhop = 0.75 µs). Figure 10
shows the temperature dependence of the Pr fluctuation rate νPr deduced by manually adjusting
the Monte Carlo parameters to match observed PrPx data, and the temperature dependence of
the resulting self-correlation time τhop of the local field at the muon site. Figure 11 similarly
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Figure 11. Temperature dependence of the Monte
Carlo Pr first-excited-state energy divided by kT
deduced from matching simulations to PrPx µSR
data. The dashed lines are guides for the eye. See
the text for interpretation of this in terms of an
exchange-induced approach to magnetic freezing.

shows the deduced temperature dependence of the first-excited-state energy divided by kT
(that is, the reciprocal of the kT/E1 parameter). Because of the crudeness of the parameter-
adjustment procedure, the plots are ‘low resolution’, and reasonable error bars cannot be
assigned to the points. The first thing to notice about figures 10 and 11 is that only a small
range of model parameter values is used to span the observed behaviour from 50 K down to 4 K,
a factor of more than ten in temperature. If figure 11 is taken literally, it implies that the energy
of the first excited state is not independent of temperature, as normally expected, but instead
varies nearly linearly with temperature. In PrP0.9, at a measuring temperature of 50 K, the first
excited state appears to be around 250 K, while in the same sample at 4 K, it appears to be only
near 16 K. Since the first excited state is magnetic, this could be mode softening due to the
exchange interaction (not included in the modelling) attempting to induce magnetic order, as
seen in singlet ground-state praseodymium metal as a function of pressure [29] or alloying [30],
and insulating LiTbF4 doped with yttrium [31–34]. In magnetic mode softening, what would
normally be a single-ion (dispersionless) magnetic CEF level above a non-magnetic ground
state becomes, because of the exchange coupling between ions, a collective ‘exciton’ with a
dispersion relation, and the minimum energy of this dispersion relation (which governs the
onset of fluctuations, and thus is mimicked by E1 of our more simplistic model) goes to zero at
the magnetic ordering transition. In the application of our model to the PrPx data, E1 always
remains greater than kT , so, in this speculation, the material attempts to set up magnetic order
but does not quite succeed. The apparent increase in Pr fluctuation rate as the temperature
decreases might be a reality if in fact the minimum energy of the dispersion relation was
decreasing rapidly with temperature. The difference between PrP and PrP0.9 appears to be
that the minimum of the dispersion relation is about 20% higher in energy in PrP than it is in
PrP0.9 at the same temperature (and the Pr fluctuation rate is a bit lower). These, however, are
rather speculative conclusions to draw from the amount of data available, a simulation model
that does not yet explicitly incorporate exchange effects, and the narrow range of simulation
parameters involved.

The fluctuation rate νPr is surprisingly low, particularly as the temperature rises to 50 K.
Normally, a substantial increase in fluctuation rate with temperature is to be expected as the
density of phonons increases. If one accepts the simple interpretation of figure 10, that the
energy of the first excited state (interpreted as a temperature-dependent exciton) rises almost
linearly with temperature, so that the ratio E1/kT remains nearly constant and greater than one,
then a nearly-constant fluctuation rate is reasonable. That simple interpretation of figure 10,
however, is one of the results of this modelling that is most difficult to believe. Also, note
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that rotation of the Pr spin when in the triplet states has been ignored: the Pr spin has been
assumed static when it is not zero. It is not clear how Pr-spin rotation should be modelled
in this context without needing to make a variety of arbitrary assumptions and introducing at
least one new adjustable parameter, the Pr triplet spin-rotation rate (the fluctuation rate νPr

is the spin–lattice fluctuation rate, corresponding to the spin–lattice relaxation time T1, while
this new parameter would be the spin–spin fluctuation rate, corresponding to the spin–spin
relaxation time T2). Any such addition to the model would provide a new, though weak,
relaxation channel, and would increase the rate of muon spin relaxation predicted for fixed
values of the current parameters (for an example of this sort of effect in simpler circumstances,
see [7]). Then, to fit our observed data, it would be necessary to reduce the deduced values of
νPr from their already surprisingly low values.

5. A different, unsuccessful, model

In the ‘induced-moment spin glass’ model introduced by Hasanain et al [1], the presence of
a P vacancy beside a Pr ion shifts the Pr CEF levels, producing a magnetic ground state for
that ion. Such a vacancy definitely destroys the cubic symmetry at the Pr site, and should
be expected to introduce quadrupole (B0

2 at least) and new higher-order terms in the CEF
Hamiltonian. Just adding an axial quadrupole (B0

2 ) term to the cubic terms, as Hasanain
et al do for demonstration purposes, results in individually-moving singlets as the lowest
states, for which stable magnetic moments would only be found by explicit consideration of
exchange, which is beyond the scope of this work. To provide a comparison Monte Carlo
model approaching the induced-moment model, an independent set of calculations was run
using the same CEF-state fluctuation calculation, but with a small fraction of Pr ions selected
at random in each cluster having a magnetic moment in the ground state, and no moment in
excited states. For simplicity, and to see clearly the effect of these fluctuating moments, the
rest of the ions in the cluster were made non-magnetic. Combining these two models, which
might seem more realistic, would result in an unmanageably large parameter space to explore.
By itself, this model has one additional user-controlled parameter that the previous model does
not: the fraction of Pr ions that are magnetic.

The relaxation functions produced by this alternate model did not come close to
reproducing the PrPx data for any set of parameters attempted. Again, the difference in
behaviour between placing the muon in the interstitial site or the P-vacancy site was small.
For magnetic fractions small enough to produce a Lorentzian field distribution at the muon
site and sufficiently fast fluctuations for a monotonic ZF relaxation function, that function was
approximately root-exponential, and applied-LF relaxation functions were similar to those
predicted by [22], i.e., it roughly reproduced the unacceptably poor fits of figure 5. The
novelty of switching ion moments on and off (rather than just re-orienting them) is not enough
to generate strong-collision dynamics on the Lorentzian distribution at the muon site when those
ions are dilute and fixed in position. At slightly higher magnetic-ion concentrations, the two-
apparent-site field distribution behaviour described in [10] appears, causing a non-monotonic
wiggle at early times in each ZF relaxation function, and that is not seen in the PrPx data.
When the magnetic-ion concentration is high enough to return to a single-apparent-site field
distribution, the distribution is nearly Gaussian, and while the fast-fluctuation ZF relaxation
function is then exponential (with relaxation rate approaching λG,ZF = −2�2t/νhop, where
� = γµ Brms), it decouples in LF approximately in the well-known dynamic-Gaussian manner,
equation (4). The PrPx data obey equation (7) instead. Combining this model for a few Pr
moments with the other model for all the other spins would only serve to change the previous
model’s line shapes, which fit the PrPx data at individual temperatures, toward line shapes that
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will not fit any of the data, with little chance of allowing a clearer physical understanding of
the temperature dependence of the data.

6. Other models?

In trying to explain unusual µSR results in other praseodymium materials, researchers have
proposed muon-induced effects. With such an effect operating, muons are no longer a benign
probe species, because they are noticeably disturbing the sample’s behaviour. For example,
in PrNi5 [35] and PrIn3 [36], it was argued that the muon’s charge changes the CEF splittings
of nearby Pr ions. We have not been able to construct any muon-induced effect model that
explains our observations in PrPx . In this section we describe a possible alternate explanation
that we have considered, and dismissed.

In our preferred model described above, the dynamics are entirely Pr-ion spin dynamics,
with a stationary muon. We noted that muons do move measurably in some materials, but
argued that with substantial disorder as in intentionally vacancy-riddled materials such as
PrP0.9, such motion is unlikely. Unfortunately, it is also difficult to prove the absence of motion
when the relaxation function is dynamic due to spin fluctuations. So, could a muon-motion
model explain our data? We need to have a fluctuation rate that remains non-zero (though
not large) down to low temperatures. This suggests tunnelling rather than thermally-activated
hopping. It could be localized, or in principle it could be over long ranges, when it is often
called ‘quantum diffusion’. Muon quantum diffusion has only been observed in pure materials,
with defects causing trapping that interferes with the diffusion, so that seems unlikely here.
On the other hand, even with vacancies present, localized tunnelling is conceivable. Perhaps
when the muon sits in a vacant phosphorus site, the Pr ions are unaffected (have singlet ground
states), but when the muon moves (by tunnelling) to an adjacent interstitial position, it changes
the CEF levels of the nearest one or two Pr ions so much that they gain magnetic moments (and
then when the muon moves back to the vacancy, the moments switch off again). Problems with
this model include (a) it is difficult to generate a Lorentzian field distribution, because at low
temperature there should be either no field at the muon site, or a large field, nothing in between
(in fact, on-off local field fluctuation like this has been proposed as the cause of a different
relaxation function: ‘undecoupleable Gaussian relaxation’ in Kagomé lattice materials [37]),
and (b) it is difficult to explain the composition dependence of the measured field distribution
width. Instead, one would expect the distribution width to be composition independent, but as
the vacancy density drops, muons that fail to find any vacancy should generate a new signal that
would reduce the asymmetry of the tunnelling, moment-switching signal, partially replacing
it with a ‘pristine material’ signal that would be non-relaxing at low temperatures. That is not
what we see.

7. Conclusions

To draw conclusions from our PrP µSR results that are not excessively model dependent, we
must choose our path of argument carefully. As we see it:

(1) The ZF and LF-µSR data for both PrP and PrP0.9 are well fitted by the strong-collision-
dynamic Lorentzian Kubo–Toyabe relaxation function. The data are not fitted well at all
by any well-known relaxation function that would outwardly seem reasonable, but that
features motional narrowing.

(2) Monte Carlo modelling shows that fluctuations of all the praseodymium ions out of
their CEF singlet ground states into magnetic excited states can reproduce the relaxation
functions observed, complete with lack of motional narrowing. We attribute the failure
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of the model to reproduce the temperature dependence of the relaxation to the lack of
exchange interaction effects in the model.

(3) The fast-fluctuation-limit ZF strong-collision dynamic Lorentzian Kubo–Toyabe
relaxation rate depends only on the hwhm of the field distribution, and not on the detailed
value of any fluctuation rate (as long as νhop � a). Changes in the ZF relaxation rate then
cannot be due to changes in fluctuation rates; they can only be due to change in the size
of the typical fields at the muon site.

(4) Therefore, the observed increase of ZF relaxation rate as the temperature is reduced in
both materials indicates that the typical local fields are increasing as the temperature is
reduced, in both materials. Both materials are becoming stronger paramagnets as the
temperature decreases. This is exactly the opposite effect to that expected for a singlet
ground-state system with no exchange interaction.

(5) (Speculation). The exchange interaction moving the system toward magnetic ordering
or freezing could produce the increases in ZF relaxation rate seen as temperatures are
reduced, because exchange makes materials more magnetic as the transition temperature
is approached from above. It is not clear in these cases if there is a magnetic transition
temperature greater than or equal to zero. If there was a transition, the increases in ZF
relaxation rates as the temperature decreases would be candidates for discussion in terms of
critical effects. The Monte Carlo model mimics this when it reproduces the temperature
dependence by reducing the first-excited-state energy as the temperature decreases, in
apparent magnetic ‘mode softening’. Perhaps exchange can produce these effects even if
it is not quite strong enough to actually cause a magnetic transition.

In conclusion, then, µSR and bulk magnetization data have been presented for the singlet
ground-state systems PrP and PrP0.9. Contrary to assertions in the literature, no spin-glass
freezing is observed in either material down to dilution-refrigerator temperatures. The ZF and
LFµSR data were found to have the form of the strong-collision-dynamic Lorentzian Kubo–
Toyabe relaxation function at all temperatures measured (60 mK–50 K), once the form of the
fast-fluctuation-limit LF decoupling (equation (7)) was established. A Monte Carlo model has
been constructed that shows that fluctuations of the Pr ions out of their CEF singlet ground
states into their magnetic excited states (and back down again) produce the strong-collision-
dynamic Lorentzian relaxation functions observed. The failure of the second model, where
only a small fraction of the Pr ions could ever be magnetic, shows that the majority of the
Pr ions in each sample must be magnetic part of the time (and have zero moment at other
times) to offer every muon access to the complete Lorentzian distribution of local fields, a
necessary condition for strong-collision dynamics. The (more successful) model is of a purely
paramagnetic state, and no magnetic exchange between Pr ions is included. The increase in ZF
relaxation rate as the temperature decreases, in both samples, seems to indicate that exchange
causes an approach to magnetic freezing, but the process is left incomplete, even at the lowest
temperatures.

Explicitly modelling the dynamics of the local field at the muon site allows inspection
of details not highlighted in usual treatments of dynamics. The fact that the field is a vector
function of time means that there is not a unique scalar self-correlation of the local field as a
function of time, although 〈cos[θ(t)]〉, where θ(t) is the angle between the local field at the
instant the muon stops and the local field at a later time t , is clearly an interesting correlation
to watch. For the CEF singlet ground fluctuations modelled here (on-off flickering, not the
usual form of moment fluctuation, which is rotation), this local-field self-correlation exhibits
a correlation time τµ that is very close to the fractional occupation of the Pr first exited state
divided by the Pr fluctuation rate νPr.
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